
TURNOFLEX®
DISPLAY SOLUTION

MERCHANDISING SOLUTION FOR PICK & MIX
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TurnOflex® has a closed system and uses first-in-first-out stock rotation. It 
is a great alternative to classic candy bins with scoops, especially for bulk 

products like hard candy, nuts, snacks, grains, granola, seeds, coffee beans, 
tea and pet food. Reduces spillage with turn dial dispensing and easy use 

increases the sales.

1 GRAVITY BIN
TurnOflex®
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ONLY 7 PARTS
TurnOflex®

Only 7 parts for easy installation, extreme durability
and easy maintenance.

The injection molded dispenser provides simplicity and extreme durability. The extruded 
container allows for customizable volume size. No tools are needed to assemble or disas-

semble. A simple construction for easy cleaning.

2

Large label holder to ensure bin 
looks attractive and full. Easily 

change labels by sliding the label 
out of the holder.

Hygienic and tamper resistant bin, 
tightly sealed to protect merchandise 

and external contact. 

Large label holders to ensure that 
the bins looks attractive and full. You 
can easily change labels by sliding the 

label out of the holder.

Ridged walls and contour design 
helps prevent products from sticking to 

the sides of the bin.
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3 INNOVATIVE 
SOLUTIONS

TurnOflex®

TURN DIAL DISPENSING

Sturdy turn dial dispensing mechanism 
prevents spillage, allows easy flow 
and provides customers with properly 
measured portions. Each turn dial = 0.4 dl.

EASY REFILL

The bulk products are easily refilled from 
the top. The top lid can be used as a stand 
when refilling individual bins.

FLEXIBLE MOUNTING

Bins can be mounted to fit virtually any exist-
ing shelving system (steel, gondola racks, slat 
wall, wood). Wide range of customizable mer-
chandising solutions available.

CUSTOMIZABLE

Customizable size and color options. Logo 
options available on dial.
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BENEFINTS
TurnOflex®
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SAVE MONEY

Turn dial dispensing prevents costly spillage. 
The bulk products are easily refilled from the 
top. 100% automatic stock rotation for maxi-
mum product quality.

FUNCTIONAL

The gravity bins can be mounted to fin virtual-
ly any existing shelving system. It can also be 
delivered with complete shelving systems from 
Akriform and be adapted to our Quickbox con-
cept.

USER FRIENDLY

Retailers and their customers agree TurnOflex® 
is simple to use and maintain. The turn dial dis-
pensing consists of only 6 parts, no tools are 
needed to assemble or disassemble and it is 
easy to refill, clean and shop from.
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5 INCREASE 
YOUR SALES

TurnOflex®

Akriform customers are reporting a 25-35% increase in sales 
when switching to an Akriform bulk bin solution.

Drive Sales & Optimize Retail Space: From the bin to a com-
plete ”shop-in-shop” fixture solution we are a ”one-stop-shop”. 
We create bulk merchandising solutions to meet both the sto-
re concept requirements and the specific needs of the product 
group. Akriform bulk bin solutions have been tested and proven 
around the world to drive sales, minimize operational cost, im-
prove store presentation and optimize retail space.

Increase impulse shopping: The Global Association for Mar-
keting at Retail reports that in 2012, more than three-fourths 
of the purchasing decisions were made in store. With impulse 
shopping determining 76% of in-store purchases, it is crucial to 
engage the customer and strengthen the shopping experience. 
Akriforms’s bulk merchandising solutions are designed to crea-
te the ultimate shopping experience.
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5 MEASUREMENTS
TurnOflex®

TurnOflex® is Normpack Certified - 
approved for containing foodstuff.

All measurements are in millimeter.
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Width: 148 mm

Depth: 250 mm

Height: 350 mm / 510 mm

Volume: 4,5 L / 10 L

Example of display solution:



Akriform is the developer and manufacturer of Pribox® Scoop Bin, the Quickbox 
Scoop Bin and the TurnOflex® Gravity Bin.

Our goal is to offer complete solutions for Pick and Mix products to our worldwide 
clients through innovative technology. Akriform has produced Pick and Mix solutions 
for over 30 years and develops and produces new solutions with improvements for 
both the store and the end consumer. Many solutions are patented and protected.

Akriform is a leading manufacturer of acrylic, Plexiglas®, products. Our team of desig-
ners and engineers develop products and solutions for retail, medical, entertainme-
nt, governmental and industrial industries - we believe in the possibilities of plastic.

Akriform’s headquarter and manufacturing plant is located in Stockholm, Sweden. 

Bergkällavägen 38, Sollentuna, Sweden
Telephone: +46 (0)8 625 99 00 
E-mail: info@akriform.se
www.akriform.com


